PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATION

Professional Exam FAQ Guide

WHO CAN WRITE THE EXAM?

Registrants qualify to write the exam if they are registered and in good standing on one of the following registers:

- foresters in-training (FIT)
- forest technologists in-training (FTT)
- registered professional foresters conditional (RPF-C)
- registered professional forest technologists conditional (RPFT-C)

Special Accommodations

If accommodations are required, the registrar must be contacted 45 days prior to the exam with the request. Medical confirmation must be provided.

PRIOR TO WRITING:

Registrants’ work experience mentor must vouch for competence to attempt the exam.

FIT/FTTs must have a minimum of six (6) months mentored work experience.

STUDY RESOURCES

Registration fee per writing: $225

Time limit to write the exam: 4 hours

The exam has Part A and B. The passing grade is 65% on Part A and 65% total.

Re-writes

If a writer is unsuccessful in passing the exam, writers can get feedback from the registrar. Registrants can write the exam multiple times.

For more information on writing the exam contact AAFMP at:

e: exam@aafmp.ca
p: 780-761-8733

Conditional Registrants

Professionals on a conditional register are required to write and pass the exam within 24 months of registration.

Registration

Log in to the registrant portal at my.aafmp.ca and click on the link under the events schedule on the dashboard. Register for the exam up to 14 days prior to the scheduled date.

Location

Exams can be remotely proctored so you can write at a location of your choice or in Edmonton.

The exam is not mandatory to maintain registration as an FIT or FTT

Before being granted registration as a professional registrant, the professional examination must be written and passed. This paper-based exam consists of a variety of question types. The exam tests knowledge of professional responsibilities, provincial and federal legislation and professional practice governing forestry activities in the Province of Alberta.